Sacred Creation/Creación Sagrada

REFRAIN (\( \frac{1}{2} = \text{ca. 50} \))

Capo 3: (D) (G6) (D) (G6) (D) (F#m)
F Bb6 F Bb6 F Am

Melody

Sa-cred the land, sa-cred the wa-ter, sa-cred the sky,

Tie-rra sa-gra-da, a-gua sa-gra-da, cie-lo y a-bis-mo, crea-

Keyboard

hol-ly and true. Sa-cred all life, sa-cred each oth-

ción de Dios. Vi-da sa-gra-da, pue-blo sa-gra-do,

(Gmaj7) (A) (Bm) (F#m/A) (G) (A)
Bb maj7 C Dm Am/C Bb C

Last time

(D) (Gadd9/D) (D) (A/C#)
F Badd9/F F C/E to Verses

Last time

(D) poco rit. (Gadd9/A) F poco rit. Fine
Badd9/C F C/E to Verses

Last time

(D) (Gadd9/A) (D) (A/C#)
F C/E to Verses

Text: Based on a text by St. Francis of Assisi, ca. 1182–1226, and the inspiration of Louis Vitale, OFM; English, Rufino Zaragoza, OFM, b. 1956; Spanish, José Opazo, Rigoberto Caloca-Rivas, OFM, and Rufino Zaragoza, OFM.

Music: Rufino Zaragoza, OFM; keyboard acc. by Janet Vogt, b. 1953.

Text and music © 1990, 1995, 2006, 2009, Rufino Zaragoza, OFM. Published by OCP. All rights reserved.
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VERSEs

(G) Bb | (D) F | (G) Bb | (D/F#) F/A | (Em7) Gm7 | (Bm7) Dm7

1. All praise be yours through Brother Sun, bearing a likeness of
2. Brother Wind and Air that pervades, vary their moods to sus-
3. Through Brother Fire you brighten the night, strong and robust yet

(Gmaj9) Bbmaj9 | (A) C | (Em7) Gm7 | (D/F#) F/A | (F) Ab | (Em) Gm

1. you, Most High One. Sister Moon and Stars who are precious,
2. tain all you've made. Sister Water, useful and pure,
3. playful and bright. Sister Earth, our mother who nurtures,

(Bm7) Dm7 | (Em7) Gm7 | (Em7/D) Gm7/F | (Asus4) Csus4 | (A) C | (G/A) Bb/C | (A) C

1. splendid, ride your glorious sky.
2. lowly, freely sharing her life.
3. feeding, yielding flower and herb.
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